a separable X-algebra A, where R is a Dedekind domain with quotient field K; let A denote the center of A. A left A-lattice is a finitely generated left A-module which is torsion free as an /?-module.
For left A-modules M and N, Ext^(M, N) is a module over A. In this papet we examine ideals of A which are the annihilators of ExtA(A/, _) for certain classes of left A-lattices M related to the central idempotents of A, and we compute these ideals explicitly if A is a symmetric R-algebta. For a group algebra, these ideals determine the defect of a block.
We then compare these annihilator ideals with another set of ideals of A which are closely related to the homological different of A, and which in a sense measure deviation from separability. Finally we show that, for A to be separable over R, it is necessary and sufficient that A is a symmetric /{-algebra, A is separable over R, and the center of each localization of A at the maximal ideals of R maps onto the center of its residue class algebra.
1. Annihilators of Ext. We will adhere to the notation and assumptions in the In particular, eö(e) = oie). Choose 0 / r £ R such that re £ A. Then roie) = redie) = dire) = rdie), and since A is E-torsion free, oie) = die) £ A, as desired. We continue with the proof of Theorem 1. Let e x, e2 be orthogonal central idempotents of A, and set e = e. + e ,. for all j such that I < ; < r. We proceed to compute (A: DA in case A is a symmetric R-algebra and F is a maximal R-order containing A, following Jacobinski [5] .
Let (A, c/>) be a symmetric R-algebra. We can extend t/> to a left A "^isomor-phism d>: A ->Hom"(A, K). Since K has characteristic zero, the reduced trace 
= cf>~ ip).) Since
A is integral over R, the restriction of p to A maps A into R, and so cb~ (p) belongs to the center of A.
Definition. Let (A, qS) be a symmetric R-algebra, and let p be the character of the left regular module ¿A. The order of (A, qA is defined to be q>~ ip).
Remarks.
(1) If G = \g ., g_, • • • , g ¡isa finite group, then RG is a symmetric algebra with respect to an isomorphism cb such that íg), ig~ ) are dual bases with respect to d>. In this case the order of ÍRG, qA is X. g g~ = n, the older of G. It is this fact that motivates the general definition.
(2) If A is a symmetric algebra with two Ae-isomorphisms cb , cf>-A ->A , one can show that d>~ ip) is a multiple of q>~ ip) by a unit in the center A of A. T(c/n.)2d-1iR.)U.id~liY.)).
' !
Since R is a Dedekind domain, it is easy to see that U .(d~ (T.)) = R . Therefore lmicïdr) = Zic/n)2d-TlÎR).
Observe that this expression is independent of the maximal order Y. We can now apply Lemma 3.6 and Corollary 3.7 to obtain the following characterization of <MA(A). MRiA,e)= ft \ic/n)2d-liR) nK\.
e.e -e. We conclude this section with an explicit computation of M "(A) when A is the group algebra RG of a finite group G. Proposition 3.11. Let G be a finite group of order n. Then M ARG) = n R.
Proof. We have already observed that RG is a symmetric algebra of order 72 .
It is clear from Theorem 3.9, that M RÍRG) 2n2R. If e j is the block idempotent of KG corresponding to the XG-module K with trivial G-action, then tz = 1 and RX=R. Therefore in/n x)2d~liR x) OK =tz2R. Theorem 3.9 now implies that MRÍRG) Cn R, and the corollary follows. (1) the center Z(A) of A is separable over R, (2) A is a symmetric R-algebra, Proof. Assume first that A is separable over R. We have already observed that Z(A) is separable over R, so (1) is established. Endo and Watanabe [3] have shown that A is a symmetric algebra, which proves (2). Now (3) it is sufficient to show that A" is separable over R" for each maximal ideal p P r P of R. We leave it to the reader to verify that conditions (1) and (2) is not onto. This shows that condition (2) of Corollary 4.4 cannot be deleted.
Using 13], the proof of Theorem 4.1 may be modified to apply in case A is a finitely generated projective faithful algebra over an arbitrary commutative ring R.
